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Outline

• In this lecture, we will analyze urban planning from an 

economic point of view

• The focus will be on the incentives of different actors in the urban 
development process and whether we should regulate their actions

• We also present conceptual framework for estimating costs 

and benefits of regulation

• Present an empirical paper on the effects of construction 

market-rate housing

• The lecture does not follow the textbook
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In what situations should we regulate the 
actions of market participants?



Do I have too few or too many socks?
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Do I have too few or too many socks?

• Answer: I have exactly the 

right amount of socks!

• How do I know?

• Because I alone get the 

benefits and I alone bear 

the costs

• There is no reason to think 

that anybody would know 

better
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Do we have too little or too much 
pollution?
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Do we have too little or too much 
pollution?
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• Answer: we can be pretty 

sure that we have too 

much pollution

• How do we know?

• Because a polluter does 

not bear the full costs of 

his/her activity

• Pollution externality or 
spillover



Do we have too few or too many cars in 
downtown Helsinki at 4pm on a Friday?
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Do we have too few or too many cars in 
downtown Helsinki at 4pm on a Friday?
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• Answer: we can be 

pretty sure that we have 

too many cars

• How do we know?

• Because drivers do not 

bear the full cost when 

they enter downtown

• Congestion and pollution 
externalities or spillovers



Do we or are we going to have too few 
or too many housing units in Jätkäsaari
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Do we or are we going to have too few 
or too many housing units in Jätkäsaari
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• Answer: I’m not sure

• We would probably 

have too many without 

zoning and planning

• Private profit-
maximizing developers 
would not internalize 
negative externalities

• No one would leave their 
lot unbuilt to provide 
green areas etc.



Do we or are we going to have too few 
or too many housing units in Jätkäsaari
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• But are we going to get 

too few because the 

planner is too strict?

• By planner, I mean the 
political process that has 
led to the Jätkäsaari plan



More generally

• If we want to know whether we have too much or too little of 

something, we need to look at the incentives faced by the 

relevant decision-makers

• Do they feel all the costs of their activity or do some costs spillover 
to others?

• Do they feel all the benefits of their activity or do some benefits 
spillover to others?
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What are the incentives faced by 
developers?
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Private Spillover

Benefit

Cost



What are the incentives faced by 
developers?
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Private Spillover

Benefit The revenue from 

selling the building 

or renting out the

units

Cost



What are the incentives faced by 
developers?
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Private Spillover

Benefit The revenue from 

selling the building 

or renting out the

units

Cost The construction 

costs of the 

building and maybe 

land acquisition



What are the incentives faced by 
developers?
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Private Spillover

Benefit The revenue from 

selling the building 

or renting out the

units

Cost The construction 

costs of the 

building and maybe 

land acquisition

Blocked views, less 

open space,

congestion, fiscal 

burdens



What are the incentives faced by 
developers?
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Private Spillover

Benefit The revenue from 

selling the building 

or renting out the

units

More people to

meet, more 

services in the 

n’hood, fiscal 

benefits

Cost The construction 

costs of the 

building and maybe 

land acquisition

Blocked views, less 

open space,

congestion, fiscal 

burdens



Regulation

• Housing development/construction and city-life more 

generally is riddled with market failures

• E.g. externalities or spillovers from new development

• Incentives to provide green spaces within cities

• There is need for urban planning and regulation. But have we 

gone too far?

• If we constrain development too much, we get high housing costs, 
small housing units, long commutes and sprawl

• Let’s think about this from an economics point of view
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Why is Manhattan so expensive?
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https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/429979

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/429979


Background
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Background
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Background
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The paper

• Empirical strategy is to measure the gap between real estate 

prices and the costs of producing the marginal apartment 

• Use this difference to measure regulatory distortions in the housing 
market

• Why?

• In the absence of government regulation, standard economic theory 
predicts that buildings will be sufficiently large so that price will 
equal marginal cost

• If government regulation limits building heights (or supply more 
generally), prices will be above marginal costs
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Regulatory tax

• Regulatory tax = market price of a housing unit – marginal 

cost of that unit

• If this is positive and large, something is preventing 

additional housing construction

• It would be profitable to build more

• Glaeser et al. argue that this gap could, in principle, arise from 
monopoly power in the construction industry, but they reject this 
explanation due to very high number of construction firms in NY
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Regulatory tax

• “Taken together, the construction cost data strongly suggest 

that something near $275 per square foot is a reliable upper 

bound on the cost of building up for the vast majority of 

Manhattan apartments.”

• “Even so, to be conservative in our computation of the 

regulatory tax, we will use a figure of $300 per square foot.”

• “For a majority of Manhattan condominium owners, these 

data suggest that some form of regulatory constraint means 

that their cost of housing now is at least 50 percent more 

than it would be under a free‐development policy.”
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Figure 4.— Manhattan permits and changes in (lagged) housing prices, by decade



Can Manhattan’s regulatory tax be 
justified?

• Existence of this regulatory tax is not necessarily inefficient

• If there are negative externalities from building too much or too tall 
buildings, the regulatory tax is Pigouvian tax that forces developers 
to internalize the social costs of their actions

• Are there likely to be negative externalities large enough to 

warrant a regulatory tax of the magnitude found in the paper?

• While welfare analyses of zoning are inherently difficult to perform, 
Manhattan provides perhaps the best possible laboratory

• Adding a large number of housing units, and therefore a large 
number of people, would not change the basic nature of the place 

• Even so, our results are most properly viewed as educated guesses 
and not precise estimates 33



At least three things to consider

1. Zoning tax should reflect the fact that a new apartment may 

eliminate views from existing apartments 

• Indeed, most current height restrictions in Manhattan exist for 
exactly that reason

2. New development should be taxed to the extent there are 

negative externalities created by extra crowding

3. The tax should reflect the fiscal burden of the new resident 

on current residents
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Estimating the value of views

• Estimate the price premium of upper floor units compared to 

lower floor units of the same building:

• The difference in value between being very high up in a building 
and being on the first 10 floors is about 25 percent of unit price
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Regulatory tax for protecting views

• Assume that one unit blocks the view for 0.5 unit

• Since the loss of one complete view would reduce the value of the 
apartment by 25 percent, each extra dollar of tall building will lead 
to about 12.5 cents of lost view

• As such, this analysis suggests that apartments should face a 
construction‐related regulatory tax equal to approximately 12.5 
percent of their value
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Congestion costs

• Very difficult to estimate

• Gross vs. net congestion? Are there costs or benefits?

• “Guesstimate” from this regression:

• A 1 percent increase in population “causes” a .05 percent 

decrease in rents 

• An extra percent of population in NY should cause the value 

of all homes to drop by one‐twentieth of 1 percent

• Therefore, there should be an additional 5 percent regulatory tax on 
new apartments owing to these congestion externalities 37



Fiscal burden

• There are good reasons to believe that new residents in 

Manhattan condominiums would represent a considerable 

fiscal transfer to, not from, the city

• These would be rich people with small number of children

• Rich people enroll their kids into private schools while paying taxes 
for public schools

• Many government expenditures entail large fixed costs. For these 
expenditures, new population is an unqualified improvement since 
it allows those expenditures to be spread over a larger base
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Conclusions: Glaeser et al. (2005)

• Analysis suggests that negative externalities are not large 

enough to justify the current gap between prices and 

production costs of condominiums in Manhattan 

• Moreover, it is possible that a thorough analysis of the impact 

on transportation might even justify subsidizing denser 

construction in Manhattan

• Also, we have been very conservative in not adjusting market 

values for depreciation, it is hard to escape the conclusion 

that regulatory constraints on building in Manhattan are far 

too restrictive
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Regulatory tax in Jätkäsaari



Jätkäsaari
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• In 2030, Jätkäsaari is going to 
have about 21,000 inhabitants

• The average building height will 
be roughly 8 floors

• Is this just the right amount, too 
few or too many?



Jätkäsaari prices
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Regulatory tax in Jätkäsaari

• Regulatory tax related to building one additional floor to 

Jätkäsaari buildings?

• One additional floor would allow roughly 2600 additional residents 
(21,000/8 ≈ 2600)

• The price per square meter is roughly €9000 and the private
construction cost €3000(?) per square meter 

• Each additional square meter of housing space leads to a private 
benefit of €6000 (9000–3000)

• If all the additional residents would each consume 30 m2, private 
benefits would add up to €468 million (2600*30*6000)

• For the current plan to be optimal, there must be spillover 

costs or negative externalities that exceed this €468 million
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Regulatory tax in Jätkäsaari
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Price (€/m2) Construction cost (€/m2) Regulatory tax (€)

9000 3000 468M

9000 4000 390M

9000 5000 312M

9000 6000 234M

9000 7000 156M

9000 8000 78M



Mechanisms to internalize externalities



Mechanisms to internalize the 
externalities

• Can we think of mechanisms that would internalize the 

externalities?

• This means that the decision-makers would incentives to consider 
all the various spillover costs and benefits to others

• For example, is there anyway that the developers themselves would 
be able agree on the optimal height of buildings in an area?

• Often used example here is a polluting plant in the upstream of a 
river and a fishing company in the downstream (what is the 
solution?)
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Mechanisms to internalize the 
externalities

• A single developer is building all the towers in Kalasatama 

and other smaller buildings also

• The developer internalizes at least some of the benefits 

coming from beautiful buildings

• The prices of the units in neighboring buildings are lower if the 
towers are ugly and make the neighborhood unpleasant

• What if Kalasatama was developed by a single developer?
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Air-rights in Manhattan

• Often the problem is that property rights are not well defined

• In Manhattan, there is a FAR policy in place, but they have a 

system of transferrable development rights

• If you are not at the FAR limit, you can sell your unused “floor 

area”

• This allows neighboring landowners/developers to build taller 

buildings than the FAR limit would allow

• This is voluntary exchange so even if there are negative externalities 
from tall buildings, they are smaller than the what price or the 
transfer to the seller of “air-rights”
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Air-rights in Manhattan
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Source: https://fontanarchitecture.com/air-rights-nyc/

https://fontanarchitecture.com/air-rights-nyc/


Effects of new market-rate housing 
construction



Background

• Housing costs are high and have risen rapidly in many major 

cities around the world

• Increasing supply by relaxing land-use regulation especially 

in central and expensive parts of cities is frequently proposed 

as a solution to rising housing costs

• Counterargument: 

• Constructing market-rate housing in high-demand locations only 
benefit the rich because these units will be expensive

• We should build new housing in places where new units would be 
cheap
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But don’t we already know the answer?

• The FAR restriction increases the 
price per square meter of 
housing in all locations

• There are fewer dwellings in 
central parts of the city, and they 
become relatively more scarce

• Some households need to find 
housing somewhere else, which 
increases the demand for 
housing causing prices to 
increase there as well

• Higher prices lead consumers to 
reduce dwelling sizes 53



Not necessarily

• The effect is obvious in a simple model of homogenous 

housing units, but housing is highly differentiated

• New construction is predominately expensive and quite different 
from units that are affordable to lower-income households

• If the housing market is highly segmented, with few households 
searching or moving across dissimilar housing types, an increase in 
the supply of expensive new units could have little effect on the 
market for lower-income housing

• The strength of this relationship is crucial to policymakers 

considering reforms that increase market-rate construction

• Need to weigh benefits against costs, such as objections from 
neighbors, concerns of gentrification etc. 
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https://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1325&context=up_workingpapers

https://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1325&context=up_workingpapers


Mast (2019)

• Use a large sample of address-level individual migration 

histories to provide evidence 

• That new market-rate construction substantially loosens the market 
for middle- and low-income housing by inducing a series of moves 
that reduces demand for these areas

• Data from Infutor Data Solutions

• Addresses reported at the unit level and, since they are intended for 
use in direct mailing, are quite high quality

• Each address is accompanied by an estimated date of arrival, and 
contain some limited demographics

• 12 largest metropolitan areas in the US: NYC, Chicago, Dallas, 
Houston, Washington, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Boston, SF/Oakland, 
Denver, Seattle, Minneapolis 56
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New housing units trigger a chain of 
moves



Example from 
Chicago
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Median

90th percentile

10th percentile
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Conclusions: Mast (2019)

• Market-based strategies can play an important role in 

improving housing affordability for middle- and low-income 

households

• New market-rate construction loosens the housing market in 
middle- and low-income areas even in the short run

• Market-rate construction is likely to improve affordability, even 
outside of the submarkets where new construction occurs

• New buildings could have very different effects on their 

immediate area

• May change amenities or household composition in ways that affect 
prices
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Politics



Incentives of local politicians

• The planner is an agent of current residents of the 

municipality

• Current residents can vote in municipal elections

• People living in other municipalities do not have a democratic 
channel to affect land use policy and housing supply

• And one could argue that these are the people most affected by local 
land policy as their labor market depends on new supply

• The goals of the current residents may conflict with the goals 

of future residents (or wannabe residents) => NIMBY

• It is not clear that land use policy should be at the local level
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Recap

• Housing development and city-life more generally is riddled 

with market failures

• E.g. externalities or spillovers from new development

• There is need for urban planning and regulation. But have we gone 
too far?

• We have just scratched the surface

• A framework for thinking about benefits and costs

• How to reliably quantify the foregone benefits due to regulation and 
the relevant spillovers?

• How to design mechanisms that would internalize the spillovers so 
that decision-makers would take them into account?
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